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ABSTRACT
As popular calls for the transparency of AI systems gain prominence,
it is important to think systematically about why transparency mat-
ters morally. I’ll argue that welfarism provides a theoretical basis
for doing so. For welfarists, it is morally desirable to make AI sys-
tems transparent insofar as pursuing transparency tends to increase
overall welfare, and/or maintaining opacity tends to reduce overall
welfare. This might seem like a simple – even simplistic – move.
However, as I will show, the process of tracing the expected effects of
transparency on welfare can bring much-needed clarity to existing
debates about when AI systems should and should not be trans-
parent. Welfarism provides us with a basis to evaluate conflicting
desiderata, and helps us avoid a problematic tendency to reify trust,
accountability, and other such goals as ends in themselves. And, by
shifting the focus away from the mere act of making an AI system
transparent, towards the harms and benefits that its transparency
might bring about, welfarists call attention to often- neglected so-
cial, legal, and institutional factors that determine whether relevant
stakeholders are able to access and meaningfully act on the infor-
mation made transparent to produce desirable consequences. In
these ways, welfarism helps us understand AI transparency not
merely as a demand to look at the innards of some technical system,
but rather as a broader moral ideal about how we should relate to
powerful technologies that make decisions about us.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As opaque AI systems are used to make increasingly morally signif-
icant decisions about our lives, there have been mounting calls for
AI transparency [29–31, 44]. The exact language varies,1 but most
policy conversations about AI feature, in some form, a demand that
one ought to be able to obtain factual, clear, and direct explanations
of any decision-making process where an AI system is involved
[42]. In recently-published meta-analyses of documents describing
governance efforts around ‘ethical AI’, transparency was found to
be among the few principles that were endorsed universally by
corporations, policymakers, and academics alike [29, 38, 44]. Few
principles for the governance of emerging technologies have been
able to claim such unambiguous acceptance.

However, this agreement at the level of principles masks deep
confusion about why exactly AI transparency matters morally. Few
serious attempts are made to articulate the underlying moral con-
siderations for why one ought to care about AI transparency – save
the occasional platitude about how ‘sunlight is the best disinfectant’.
When scholars and policymakers do attempt to justify pursuing
transparent AI, their proposals are varied and disparate. Trans-
parency is, for instance, supposed to be instrumental for securing
trust in AI, helping decision-makers spot their system’s biases and
errors, allowing decision-makers to retain meaningful control over
AI-supported decisions, and enabling decision-subjects to contest
and seek redress for harmful decisions, to name a few. But this only
kicks the can down the road. Why do these goals matter morally?
What happens when different goals come into conflict with each
other? And is transparency sufficient – or sometimes even neces-
sary – for the pursuit of these goals?

Several commentators have picked up on such weaknesses in
popular calls for AI transparency, and have raised interesting techni-
cal and philosophical challenges against the principle. Transparency
is unnecessary, some argue, in cases where AI systems make mi-
nor and inconsequential decisions, in cases where making an AI
system transparent exposes vulnerabilities for malicious actors to
exploit, or in cases where we wouldn’t have ordinarily asked for
transparency if a human – rather than AI system – was the one
making decisions. Some of these challenges are unreasonable, and
we should defend the principle against them. Others are reasonable
and clarifying, and we should incorporate them to sharpen our
understanding of why and how to pursue transparency.

To do all this, we need to locate systematic moral grounding
for the principle of AI transparency. I’ll argue that such grounding
– that consolidates most reasonable intuitions from both sides of
the debate – may be found by turning to welfarism. For welfarists,
in general, it is morally desirable to make AI systems transparent
1Although some scholars have offered taxonomies to separate various terms related
to transparency from one another [19, 23, 56, 91], most scholarly and policy writings
on the topic use these terms interchangeably. I’ll follow this general trend: although I
use the terms ‘transparency’ and ‘opacity’ throughout, I’ll treat them as equivalent to
other popular terms such as explainability, (un)intelligibility, and (un)interpretability.
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insofar as pursuing transparency tends to increase overall welfare,
and/or maintaining opacity tends to reduce overall welfare. I’ll show
that this process of tracing the expected effects of transparency on
welfare can bring much-needed clarity to existing debates about
when AI systems should and shouldn’t be transparent. Welfarist
reasoning provides us with a common basis to evaluate conflicting
desiderata, and helps us avoid a common mistake of reifying trust,
accountability, and other goals as ends in themselves. And, by
shifting the focus away from the mere act of making an AI system
transparent, towards the harms and benefits that transparency
brings about, welfarists call attention to often-neglected social,
legal, and institutional factors that determine whether relevant
stakeholders can access and act on information produce desirable
consequences.

2 THEORETICAL GROUNDWORK
Applied ethicists turn to moral theory because we want to know
facts about which kinds of actions are permissible and impermissi-
ble, and perhaps more importantly, why these facts obtain. In other
words, we want to make sure that our moral judgments are ‘well
grounded’: that they account for the various considerations that
compete for our attention when we are thinking clearly about what
we ought to do [45]. In cases where there are unclear and/or com-
peting intuitions about how we ought to act, it can be instructive
to ground such intuitions in a general moral principle.

My position in this paper is that several persistent confusions in
existing debates about AI transparency can be clarified by tracing
the effects of providing transparency or retaining opacity on over-
all welfare – i.e., by ‘grounding’ the principle in welfarism. This
position does not require a full defense of welfarism as a normative
theory, nor does it strictly foreclose the possibility of grounding AI
transparency by appealing to alternate moral principles. I simply
hope to show that welfarist reasoning offers clear and reasonable
explanations for the underlying moral considerations behind most
popular intuitions about AI transparency, and that my account
fares favorably compared to a few other similar attempts to explain
why we ought to care about AI transparency. In other words, I do
not explicitly argue on independent grounds that welfarism is true.
I simply wish to show that it is useful for clarifying the specific
applied ethics debate that this paper is concerned with.

2.1 On ‘Welfarism’
Welfarists believe that “[t]he judgment of the relative goodness of
alternative states of affairs must be based exclusively on, and taken
as an increasing function of, the respective collections of individual
[welfare] in these states” [78]. This view – following the philosopher
Amartya Sen’s formulation – entails two broad commitments. First,
welfarists believe that welfare is the only property of states of
affairs that has intrinsic moral value. Second, welfarists – like some
consequentialists – believe that the goodness of a state of affairs
scales according to the amount of welfare it contains.2

Note that Senian welfarism is not distribution-neutral, and is
therefore more restrictive than what consequentialists who care
2In this sense, Senian welfarism is a kind of scalar consequentialist view, rather than a
maximising view. Scalar consequentialists believe that rightness and wrongness are a
matter of degree, rather than believing that the only right thing to do in any situation
is that which maximises welfare [81].

about welfare are committed to accept. Egalitarians or prioritarians
who value welfare, for example, might also want to call themselves
‘welfare-consequentialists’, but Sen’s conception implicitly rules
this out. I think that this distinction is useful for this project. Since
welfare-egalitarians, welfare-prioritarians, and Senian welfarists all
endorse different views about how welfare should be distributed,
they would appeal to quite different considerations when eval-
uating the moral desirability of AI transparency, even when all
three views converge.3 This makes it practically unfeasible for my
project to treat ‘welfarism’ as neutral between these views, since I
would have to consider various distributional arrangements when
evaluating each argument for and against transparency. As such,
although I remain open to the possibility of welfare-prioritarian or
welfare-egalitarian projects to ground transparency, I will retain
Sen’s restricted concept of welfarism in this paper.

However, Senian welfarism is neutral between different theo-
ries of ‘welfare’. Welfare is commonly conceptualized in one of
three ways. On hedonist views, welfare consists of experiencing
more pleasure and/or less pain; on desire-satisfaction views, wel-
fare consists of getting what you want; and on objective list views,
welfare consists of achieving certain objectively-specified goods
like autonomy, knowledge, love, or virtue [54]. Although hedo-
nists, desire-satisfactionists, and objective list theorists disagree
about how to evaluate different states of affairs, within the context
of my project, I don’t think that their prescriptions for when we
should and shouldn’t pursue AI transparency would differ very
much from one another. Most welfarists have reasonably conver-
gent pre-theoretical intuitions about what constitutes welfare – as
Simon Keller (2009) writes, the things that increase one’s welfare
are those that, intuitively enough, “advance her best interests, or
benefit her, or make her life go better, or make things better for
her, or make her better off in the most fundamental sense” [49]. It
would be more precise, to be sure, for this paper to pick and defend
a specific theory of welfare. However, I think that this slight loss in
precision is outweighed by the benefits of retaining the appeal of
my discussion to a larger group of welfarists. As such, I’ll follow
Sen in remaining neutral between different theories of welfare.

I hope this account of welfarism is at once general enough to
appeal to those who hold a variety of moral views, while specific
enough to be useful for effectively intervening in the particular
applied ethics debate I’m interested in.4

3 THE AI TRANSPARENCY DEBATE, IN
WELFARIST TERMS

Transparency has long been considered to be a key enabler of demo-
cratic accountability and legitimacy, and a key guardrail against

3Given the massive inequalities of power and informational access that characterize
most current AI deployments – and the resultant fact AI systems are most harmful (and
most opaque) to those who already tend to be worse off – it is likely that prioritarians,
egalitarians and Senian welfarists would converge in many cases. As such, although
I’ll maintain the Senian conception here, it is likely that welfare-prioritarians and
welfare-egalitarians would find much of the discussion in this paper germane to their
own attempts to ground AI transparency.
4Many moral views accept that welfare matters in some way, even if they disagree that
welfarism is the only thing that matters. Some who hold such pluralistic views even call
themselves welfarists [62, 82]. As such, it is likely that those who hold non-welfarist
moral views (or more narrowly, welfarist views that differ from Senian welfarism)
might still find many of the arguments in this paper generally compatible with their
views.
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arbitrary and unjust exercises of power. For public and private in-
stitutions, transparency has come to be seen as a key feature of
governance and legal mechanisms to ensure accountability, prevent
corruption, improve performance, and increase trustworthiness
[67]. Contemporary calls for AI transparency often draw implicit
support from this popular acceptance of transparency. AI systems
are often seen as comparable to other public or private decision-
makers that we already expect transparency from, and hence, calls
for their transparency are justified on the same grounds as the
transparency regulations we already have.

Although there are very few systematic treatments of the moral
considerations underlying AI transparency, those who argue for
transparency typically do appeal tomorally-relevant goals (e.g. trust,
accountability, scrutiny) that transparency helps us secure, and
those who argue against transparency typically appeal to morally-
relevant goals (e.g. accuracy, speed, privacy) that transparency
forecloses. The task of this section, therefore, is to show that these
various existing moral considerations about transparency are cap-
tured – and in many cases, made clearer – by grounding the prin-
ciple in welfarism. Moreover, it is important to note that welfarist
voices have thus far been relatively absent in conversations about
AI transparency. By recasting concerns about transparency in wel-
farist terms, I hope to make it easier for those who are sympathetic
to welfarism to join in these conversations.

Per welfarism, it is desirable to make AI systems transparent
insofar as pursuing transparency tends to increase overall welfare,
and/or maintaining opacity tends to reduce overall welfare. Wel-
farists therefore treat transparency as an instrumental good: i.e.,
something to be desired not for its intrinsic value, but only for its
effects on overall welfare. As such, a welfarist analysis of the trans-
parency debate would begin by tracing how exactly transparency
secures or forecloses other moral goods (like trust, accuracy, ac-
countability, etc.), and how exactly these secondary goods are re-
lated to overall welfare. I’ll show that such analysis is well-suited
to help us think clearly about why transparency matters morally.

3.1 Scrutiny
Decisions made by AI systems reflect and reinforce social bias and
inequity [3, 15, 20]. In turn, calls for transparency often appeal to the
need to identify and eliminate such biases and errors from opaque
systems. As the argument goes: if developers are able to access
the model’s decision-making logic and technical parameters, they
would be in a better position to perform routine sanity-checks of the
model’s logic, identify biases, spurious correlations, distributional
drifts, and other such errors, and where possible, design appropriate
technical solutions to address these errors [90]. In these ways, trans-
parency could help developers build unbiased, non-discriminatory
AI models that work better for everyone.

All else equal, an AI model that is systematically biased against
marginalized groups is worse for overall welfare than one that deliv-
ers fair outcomes for everyone. In part, this is because the marginal
increase in overall welfare from providing favorable outcomes to
underserved minorities far exceeds the marginal utility of making
those who are already well-served better off. Moreover, as we hear
more about the harms of AI systems, public trust in the technology
has been dwindling, and people seem less willing to accept and use

AI systems even when they could make them better off [33, 51].
If engineers were able to scrutinize and fix these biases as they
emerge, and only deploy AI systems that demonstrably work well
for those who are most likely to be suspicious of the technology,
this could help ensure that people do not end up foreclosing the
use of socially-beneficial AI systems.

Crucially, however, these positive effects on welfare are contin-
gent on engineers being able to meaningfully identify and fix an
AI model’s biases by scrutinizing its inner logic and parameters.
It is unclear if this is actually the case. Kaur et al., for instance,
studied how AI engineers interact with their model’s explanations,
and found that engineers tended to take the mere fact that a model
was transparent as reason to believe that it was unbiased and fair,
instead of actually scrutinizing the provided information to come
to their own judgments [48]. Providing transparency, here, seemed
to make it less likely for engineers to scrutinize their models and
fix biases. Annany and Crawford [2] offer a sharp diagnosis in
this regard: calls for transparency often “[sidestep] the material
and ideological complexities and effects of seeing, and [suggest]
a kind of easy certainty that knowing comes from looking” [5].
Indeed, it takes certain kinds of special (moral, sociological, po-
litical) knowledge to identify biases and discriminatory patterns
that might be contained within an AI model’s technical parameters,
which engineers might not always have [42].

Moreover, engineers need incentives and support for carrying
out the tedious, and not always rewarded, work of scrutinizing and
debiasing AI models. Given the present political economy under
which AI systems are deployed – where organizations are incen-
tivized to launch AI models as quickly as possible, rather than
getting them to work safely and robustly – such incentives likely
do not exist [6]. Renowned AI engineers have even been fired
from their jobs for calling out their companies’ harmful AI systems
[40, 92]. Welfarists would find it important to think about how
incentive structures surrounding the development of AI need to
be retooled, so as to meaningfully empower AI engineers to fix
harmful AI systems.

Securing these desirable effects of transparency on welfare also
requires that those who build and interact with AI systems are
able to critically think about the system’s logic, to identify biases
and other potential sources of error. This may entail building more
robust moral education programs for AI engineers, and/or hiring
philosophers, STS scholars, and others with relevant expertise to
work together with AI engineers in interdisciplinary teams. More-
over, stricter regulations for technology companies, stronger labor
protections for technology workers, and perhaps more radically,
public ownership and control over AI-developing companies may
help establish much-needed structural incentives and protections
for AI engineers to scrutinize their models more carefully. Finally,
we may also consider shifting the burdens of scrutiny away from
engineers, to independent auditors and standard-setting bodies.
Such independent auditing practices have worked well for enforc-
ing strict ethical guidelines in other sectors like traffic safety and
aviation, and might similarly work as well for AI companies [9, 52].
Welfarists would endorse such policies that might help reliably
secure the welfare-benefits of scrutinizing transparent AI systems.
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3.2 Contestability
When public and private institutions make decisions on our be-
half, it is common to demand redress when these decisions are
unfair or otherwise harmful. The ability to contest unfair decisions,
as such, is commonly deemed to be “at the heart of legal rights
that afford individuals access to personal data and insight into the
decision-making processes used to classify them” [63]. Popular calls
for ‘contestable AI’ draw on similar intuitions. Given the biases
and inaccuracies that pervade current AI systems, it is widely ar-
gued that decision-subjects should have a way to contest unfair AI
decisions and seek redress for any harm caused.

Such discussions of contestability feature prominently in discus-
sions about AI transparency. The so-called “right to explanation”
of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is justified on
the grounds that transparency is necessary for decision-subjects to
learn (a) that an AI system was involved in making decisions about
them, and (b) how these decisions were made, so that they might
exercise their right to contest unfair decisions [47]. As the argu-
ment goes, if decision-subjects are able to understand the decision-
making logic and process of an AI system that makes unfair deci-
sions about them, they would be better able to launch a meaningful
challenge against those who developed and deployed the system.

Welfarism would not, in general, frame a ‘right to explanation’
as if contestability were some primary moral good that we ought
to pursue for its own sake. In turn, welfarists would find it harder
– relative to, say, deontologists – to defend a right-holder’s enti-
tlements to contest and demand compensation for an unfair AI
decision. Given that legal efforts to enshrine a right to explanation
have been recently making some headway, this is admittedly an im-
portant weakness of welfarist approaches to this issue. Nonetheless,
welfarists would still be largely supportive of calls for contestabil-
ity – even if for different reasons. This support draws partly from
the fact that compensating those who are harmed by AI systems –
especially since they tend to disproportionately be from marginal-
ized and underserved communities – tends to be good for overall
welfare. Welfarists would also defend contestability based on the
welfare-benefits of increasing democratic oversight over the design
and development of AI systems. Most AI contemporary systems are
developed by a small number of powerful companies, and in turn,
most popular conversations on what needs to be done about AI
harms have been captured by these corporate interests [32]. If, how-
ever, decision-subjects had the power to contest harmful decisions,
and if successful contestations impose significant monetary and/or
reputational costs to organizations, this could create incentives for
AI developers to put in the work to fix their harmful AI systems,
which would be good for overall welfare.

Meaningful contestability, however, requires more than just
transparency. It is important to make sure that decision-subjects
are readily able to access clear and understandable explanations
for what an AI-driven decision-making process looks like. Com-
panies often publish lengthy and jargon-filled technical reports
that document the inner workings of their algorithms, or place
various bureaucratic, monetary, or technical barriers that obstruct
people from accessing relevant information [69]. In such cases, AI
systems might be technically ‘transparent’, but not in a way that
makes it feasible for decision-subjects to access and use relevant

information to contest unfair decisions. Similarly, relevant legal
and institutional procedures to challenge AI systems must also be
efficient, accessible, and fair. If corporations, with the support of
large and well-resourced legal teams, were able to quash all con-
testations made against them, this would foreclose any potential
welfare-benefits from contestability. For the welfarist, therefore, it
is not sufficient for decisions-subjects to merely have the ability, in
some mere technical sense, to contest decisions – rather, meaning-
ful contestability also requires that contestation must accessible,
timely, inexpensive, and fair. Various policy proposals have been
offered to this end: including proposals for making AI contestabil-
ity part of existing consumer protection laws, and for providing
free legal counsel and representation to affected decision-subjects
[58, 63, 87]. Welfarists would endorse these and other such policies
that, in addition to AI transparency, are necessary for realizing the
benefits of contestability on overall welfare.

3.3 Accountability
It is often argued that that transparency is necessary for humans to
have ‘meaningful control’ over, and hence be held accountable for,
the outputs of their AI systems. Coecklebergh [16] offers perhaps
the clearest articulation of this argument, by detailing an ‘epis-
temic condition for accountability’. On his view, it is only when a
decision-maker has sufficiently detailed knowledge about how their
AI system works, and still chooses to accept its harmful decision
anyway, that they can be held accountable for their oversight.

Robust accountability mechanisms in general – and the threat
of legal penalties in specific – can serve as powerful incentives
for decision-makers (and others in similar positions) to intervene
and mitigate an AI system’s potential harms before they occur. In
such cases, accountability mechanisms could have a net positive
effect on welfare, and as such, would be defended by welfarists.
However, to secure these welfare-benefits, accountability mecha-
nisms must be targeted at those who are best placed to stop an AI
system from making harmful decisions. It is often assumed that
decision-makers – i.e., the people charged with scrutinizing AI
systems to accept or overrule their decisions – are the only ones
who occupy these positions. Indeed, one of the main reasons why
AI governance policies mandate that every AI system must have a
decision-maker (or ‘human-in-the-loop’) is precisely so that there
is always someone to hold accountable [4]. However, targeting
accountability mechanisms solely at the decision-maker might not
always be the most optimal. Depending on how the organization
deploying the AI system is structured, a decision-maker may report
to several others hierarchically above them, and these higher-ups
would have more power to make policy decisions about using and
managing the system’s outputs. The decision-maker may also be
deciding to accept or overrule their AI system’s decisions by fol-
lowing external guidelines and standards of procedure – in which
case, the regulatory institutions and standard-setting bodies that
develop such guidelines would have significant influence over what
decisions are allowed to be executed. Several others besides the
decision-maker might be directly or indirectly able to intervene and
prevent an AI system’s potential harms, and many of these people
might have significantly more power and influence to effectively
do so. Welfarists would consider these other groups when thinking
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about who to make AI systems transparent to, and in turn, who
to hold accountable for AI harms. In so doing, we might broaden
discussions on AI accountability beyond its current fixation on the
‘human-in-the-loop’.

Welfarists would also be concerned about what kinds of account-
ability mechanisms might be best suited to provide the right incen-
tives to those who oversee AI systems. Minimally, accountability
requires that the one being held accountable should not be in a posi-
tion of relative power over the one who is holding them to account,
and should not get to dictate the terms under which they would be
penalized [66]. These conditions are often unmet. Most of the pow-
erful organizations that currently develop and deploy AI systems
have, despite facing increasing backlash for their harmful technolo-
gies from regulators and the public, managed to escape relatively
unscathed thus far [41, 80]. These organizations are also playing
an increasingly dominant role in shaping policy conversations on
‘AI ethics’: on what kinds of harms warrant regulatory interven-
tions, and what kinds of penalties and incentives are appropriate
to facilitate AI accountability [35, 43, 64, 76]. Absent sufficiently
powerful institutions to hold technology companies to account,
merely making AI systems transparent is unlikely to be sufficient
for meaningful accountability [22]. Yet, overly punitive accountabil-
ity mechanisms might deter smaller technology companies from
developing and deploying AI – for fear of being brought to ruin if
their AI systems cause harm – which might foreclose potentially
beneficial AI systems from being developed in the first place.

In these ways, welfarism calls on us to recenter considerations
about the political economy of AI – on how economic and politi-
cal power in relation to the development and deployment of AI is
distributed, and what it would take to incentivize technology com-
panies to intervene in AI harms – when discussing the connections
between transparency and accountability. This seems like a deeper
and more expansive way of thinking about why transparency and
accountability matter morally.

3.4 Trust
Transparency is said to provide an epistemic warrant for trust.
For decision-makers, knowledge of the inner workings of their AI
system, as empirical studies show, can help them come to well-
reasoned judgments about when and why to trust its recommen-
dations [11, 27, 57, 71], and in turn, learn to be more discerning
about when such trust is warranted.5 For decision-subjects, trans-
parency can similarly provide reasons to believe that AI systems
are working fairly, robustly, and in their interest [18, 71, 93].

For the welfarist, an AI system is worthy of trust insofar as
trusting it tends to increase overall welfare. Welfarists therefore
encourage trust in, and the adoption of, AI systems that are designed
to achieve ends that are beneficial to overall welfare (say, those
used to help cities anticipate and prepare for natural disasters, or
even those used simply to help us get better at fun games like
chess). And, welfarists encourage mistrust and resistance towards
AI systems that are deployed towards harmful ends (say, those used
to produce misinformation and ‘deepfake’ images, or those used to
target surveillance and policing towards minorities). As such, for

5This seemingly straightforward connection between transparency and trust has been
problematized in recent scholarship – see e.g. [65].

welfarists, the desirability of an AI system’s transparency depends
on the ends served by this system.

In workplaces, for example, workers might sometimes unduly re-
ject AI systems that make their work easier and more efficient (like
scheduling assistants or task management software), often out of
misplaced fears that adopting these systems will somehow lead to
job loss or pay cuts [21, 59, 83]. In such cases, transparency – both
in terms of how the system works, as well as its benefits to workers
– may help workers more readily adopt beneficial AI systems. At
the same time, there are growing worries that transparency can
lead to trust in fundamentally untrustworthy AI systems. Empirical
studies have suggested that transparency can lead decision-makers
to ‘overtrust’ their AI systems, often because they take the mere
fact that a system is transparent (rather than the information made
transparent) as reason to trust it [11, 34, 48]. Similarly, there are
worries that organizations use ‘transparency’ as little more than a
marketing buzzword – providing “empty explanations as a psycho-
logical tool to soothe users” [91]. Surely if an AI system deployed
towards actively harmful ends – say, to surveil and police a minori-
tized community – was made transparent, this by itself shouldn’t
make it any more worthy of trust and adoption.

Welfarism, therefore, asks us to not treat ‘trust’ and ‘adoption’
as unalloyed goods, and rather to only trust those AI systems that
effectively help us achieve ends that are beneficial to overall welfare.
The welfarist’s support for transparency insofar as it leads to trust is
similarly conditional. In a world where many AI systems are biased
and erroneous, and/or deployed towards harmful ends, mistrust
and resistance are often warranted. Yet, extant policy and industry
routinely treat ‘trust’ and ‘adoption’ as key principles for ‘ethical AI’,
and mistrust as an inconvenience that always needs to be overcome
as quickly as possible [14, 51]. Highlighting the need to be more
discerning about such uncritical framings of trust is, I suggest, a
particularly attractive feature of the welfarist view.

3.5 Double Standards
It is often said that AI decision-making is held to an unrealistically
high standard. If a human was asked to provide an explanation for
how they came to a certain decision, they would, at best, be able
to “identify a few factors relevant to their decision, and offer these
factors with a few lines in defense of their putative salience” [95].
One certainly would not be able to provide any detailed information
about all the factors relevant to their decision, and how exactly
these factors were weighed against each other. However, this kind
of information is precisely what we seem to expect when we ask
for transparent AI. What might justify such a double standard?

It is true that the kinds of detailed information that we might ob-
tain about a transparent AI system’s decision-making logic cannot
be reasonably obtained from a human decision-maker. However,
even if we could somehow make humans fully ‘transparent’, we
often would not care to do so. When we ask a friend to choose a
restaurant for dinner, or a taxi driver to pick whichever route to
our destination he thinks is best, we do not usually care about the
exact inner decision-making logic that led them to make particular
recommendations, even when these recommendations turn out to
be suboptimal. The same might be said about AI. We routinely use
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AI systems to filter spam in our email inboxes, to generate auto-
captions for YouTube videos, and to perform various other such
minor tasks. Although such AI systems could be made transpar-
ent, it does not seem that we would be particularly interested in
scrutinizing their decision-making logics.

Conversely, when people (especially groups of people – like gov-
ernments or corporations) make important decisions on our behalf,
we do in fact frequently demand transparency from them. When
banks deny our loan applications, when hospitals deny us medi-
cal care, or when corrupt government officials pass laws in favor
of those who bribe them, for instance, we rightfully expect that
our public and private institutions should share information about
their internal decision-making processes with us. Indeed, calls for
transparency from our public and private institutions have long
predated the use of AI in decision-making, and many countries have
well-established ‘freedom of information’ and/or corporate trans-
parency laws for precisely this reason. Calls for AI transparency,
similarly, seem most urgent when we discuss the use of AI systems
in sensitive, high-stakes decisions (e.g., evaluating bail applications,
predicting crime, screening resumes, etc.) compared to relatively
inconsequential use-cases. The relevant difference here seems to
be this: the more consequential the decision in question – i.e., the
more likely it is to create large amounts of welfare or harm – the
more urgent are our demands for transparency.

For welfarists, this difference is of key moral significance. When
a decision – whether made by a human or an AI system – leads
to large amounts of harm, transparency can help us understand
the factors that led to this decision, and in turn, how we might
avoid such harms in the future. And, when a decision creates large
amounts of welfare, transparency about its decision-making process
might teach us how to make more such good decisions in the future.
On these grounds, powerful decision-makers that tend to make
more consequential decisions deserve much more careful scrutiny
than their less consequential counterparts.

A small-scale deployment of an AI system bears more resem-
blance to the case where a minor decision is made on our behalf
by some layperson. But large-scale AI deployments that make de-
cisions on behalf of numerous people better resemble the kind of
impact on overall welfare that, say, a government might have. In
these latter cases, there are clear welfare-benefits of having rigorous
checks and safeguards in place to ensure that these decision-makers
consistently generate good outcomes, and welfarists would find
calls for transparency justified on these grounds.

3.6 Trade-offs
We often incur substantial costs – both technical and monetary –
when we try to make AI systems transparent. One such widely-
discussed trade-off is between transparency and accuracy. AI engi-
neers have found that when transparency is made an explicit design
constraint in AI development, the resulting models tend to perform
less accurately than their black-box counterparts [36]. Constraining
models to be ‘glass-boxes’, such that their inner decision-making
logic is rendered easily accessible, usually entails choosing simpler
linear or decision-tree models that usually fail to meet the perfor-
mance standards set by more sophisticated – albeit opaque – ‘deep

learning’ models. Ostensibly, the “poor performance [of transpar-
ent AI models], and their ability to be well-interpreted and easily
explained come down to the same reason: their frugal design” [55].

Affordability, speed, and privacy are other desiderata that AI
transparency seemingly needs to be traded against. Significant mon-
etary costs might be incurred when pursuing AI transparency: both
for the technical work of developing and applying interpretabil-
ity techniques to make a model transparent, and for setting up
organizational processes to ensure that the model’s information is
scrutinized and acted upon efficiently. Further, many current de-
ployments of AI are too rapidly-paced for human decision-makers
to efficiently scrutinize each decision. The AI systems used to trade
stocks and currencies in real-time, or to curate content when we use
search engines like Google, for example, are designed specifically
to respond as quickly as possible to user inputs. If such AI systems
must have their outputs reviewed by human decision-makers, it
would become impracticable to deploy AI in time-sensitive use-
cases. Finally, Shokri et al. [79] show that statistical information
about an AI system’s decision-boundaries can be reconstructed to
make inferences about the data constituting its training set – in
which case, transparency would cut against the demands of privacy.

Welfarists approach trade-offs on a case-by-case basis – com-
paring the costs and benefits of pursuing transparency, accuracy,
speed, and affordability for a particular AI deployment, and picking
the option that maximizes overall welfare. This might not always
be straightforwardly achieved, since the epistemic obstacles to car-
rying out such cost-benefit analyses are non-trivial. However, in
several cases where the benefits of transparency are either particu-
larly large or negligible, welfarist analysis can be generative. For
instance, in cases where there are no human decision-subjects that
might be directly affected by an AI system’s decisions – such as for
AI systems used to filter spam emails or play chess – the welfare-
benefits of transparency might be outweighed by the benefits of
increased accuracy or speed. Or, in cases where contestability and
accountability mechanisms are of critical importance – such as for
AI systems used to evaluate parole applications or issue medical
diagnoses – the welfare benefits of transparency might outweigh
those of competing desiderata. Moreover, even when a complete
cost-benefit analysis is difficult, it can still be productive to analyze
trade-offs in terms of their welfare-effects. When considerations for
and against transparency are recast in terms of welfare, they can be
meaningfully compared and aggregated. As such, within the con-
text of specific and clearly-defined AI deployments, welfarists can
make reasonable headway by estimating the relative welfare-effects
of transparency versus other desiderata in terms of a common basis.
At a time when some take the mere fact that transparency needs to
be traded off against other goods to mean that we should give up
on transparency altogether [10, 39, 86], welfarist analysis can offer
a more careful approach to thinking through these trade-offs.

Moreover, when welfarists are forced to pick between compet-
ing moral goods, we would want to find ways to recover as much
of the lost welfare-benefits as possible. This can be feasibly pur-
sued in a few ways. Many trade-offs – especially the much-touted
transparency-accuracy trade-off – are relevant only when we pur-
sue a particular kind of transparency: i.e., when we try to turn
‘black-boxes’ into ‘glass-boxes’ by imposing transparency as a strict
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design constraint. This may not always be necessary [56, 75]. Com-
plex AI models can be made approximately transparent through
various post-hoc interpretability techniques – by testing them on
a variety of inputs, or by simulating their decision-making logic
using secondary AI models – which can often be enough for devel-
opers and users to perform careful scrutiny and debugging. Even
weaker kinds of ‘transparency’ may be achieved simply by letting
users know that an AI system was involved in making a decision
about them, by informing them about who built this system and
how it was tested and developed, and/or describing the ethical
guardrails and governance mechanisms that were set up for this
AI system. These kinds of transparency need not entail a trade-
off with speed, accuracy, or affordability, and yet might suffice for
ensuring contestability, building trust, and other such desiderata. Fi-
nally, the logic of each decision made by a rapidly-paced AI system
need not be scrutinized by a human decision-maker in real-time.
Decision-logics could be stored in logs, and human reviewers could
check these logs at some later time. As long as the relevant welfare-
benefits of transparency can still be achieved, welfarists would
support such alternate approaches to AI transparency.

3.7 Gaming the System
For transparency to be useful, some argue, the release of information
must be disciplined. Some worry that the indiscriminate sharing of
information about an AI system’s inner logic would enable decision-
subjects to accordingly change their behavior to gain undeserved
rewards [5]. For instance, transparency in the AI systems used
for policing and crime-detection could allow criminals to escape
detection entirely, by altering their behavior such that they are
not flagged as risky. Similarly, it might seem counterproductive
to make an AI system used for hiring workers transparent, since
job applicants might adjust their behavior to trick the system into
overestimating their suitability for any given job [68]. In such cases,
when information made available about AI systems allows for them
to be successfully ‘gamed’, their predictive power is invalidated,
and as such, they become largely unusable [56].

There are important cases where such worries about gaming sys-
tems reflect serious material harm. Consider an AI system deployed
to control traffic in a highly secure military network. If information
about this system was made transparent to a malicious group of
hackers, they would be able to carry out devastatingly efficient
attacks. In this case, provided the system functions well as a black-
box, it might be preferable to keep it opaque. If no one, not even
those who own and deploy the system, fully understands how the
system works, there is no chance for critical security information
to fall into the wrong hands. This approach is sometimes called
‘security by obscurity’, and it can sometimes be the most feasible
strategy for reducing the risk of harm [60]. Relatedly, if a social
media platform makes its content-ordering algorithms transparent
to all, well-resourced malicious actors might learn to better manip-
ulate these platforms into promoting misinformation and harmful
content. Well-resourced climate deniers, for instance, have already
purchased prominent advertisement space to display misinforma-
tion at the top of search results about climate change on Google
[84]. If such groups were able to access to the inner workings of

Google’s content-ordering algorithms, their content promotion ef-
forts could becomemore clandestine, widespread, and dangerous. In
such cases, it would be better for overall welfare to keep AI systems
opaque (or at least, to restrict who gets access to this information).

However, in many cases, the harms of gaming AI systems are
overstated, and do not outweigh the benefits of transparency. AI-
deploying organizations have been known to indiscriminately use
the language of ‘gaming the system’ to chastise user actions that
are detrimental to their own material interests (of profit, control,
etc.), even if they are otherwise beneficial to overall welfare [17, 70].
A Black woman applying for a loan, say, who knows that her appli-
cation is likely to be unduly rejected by a biased (but transparent)
AI system, might choose to leave her race unspecified, or otherwise
adjust her application to trick the algorithm into approving her
loan. Or, groups of users on a social media platform might use
information about the platforms’ content-ranking algorithms to
crowd-out and/or downvote hate speech and misinformation. As
such cases illustrate, some AI systems produce biased and harm-
ful decisions, and gaming them might help mitigate some of their
harms. And, in other cases, AI systems can be gamed in ways that
produce benefits for society at large, even if this might sometimes
make the organizations that deploy these systems worse off. Wel-
farists would support transparency insofar as it might enable these
kinds of welfare-increasing instances of ‘gaming the system’.

The gaming of AI systems can also incentivize developers to
find and address critical flaws in their systems. Various counter-
strategies have been pursued to obstruct users from gaming their
systems, and many of these help make AI systems more robust,
fair and efficient [5]. In fact, the growth of an entire sub-field of AI
research – i.e., ‘adversarial machine learning’ – might be partially
attributed to attempts to respond to ‘adversarial’ users exploiting
the errors and design flaws of AI systems [12]. By incentivizing
the development of robust, efficient, and fair AI, the gaming of AI
systems can contribute to increasing overall welfare.

Welfarism, therefore, highlights the need to be discerning about
when worries about gaming AI systems count against making these
systems transparent. In some cases, AI systems are harmful, and
deserve to be gamed. In other cases, malicious actors can use infor-
mation about AI systems to cause serious harms, and some kind
of opacity might be necessary to mitigate these harms. And in yet
other cases, users can game AI systems in ways that create benefits
for everyone. Welfarism asks that we consider the harms and bene-
fits that might be brought about by an AI system, and how these
might be attenuated or amplified by users who game the system,
when considering whether or not to make it transparent.

4 WHATWE GAIN FROMWELFARIST
GROUNDING

By now, I hope to have shown that welfarism captures most prevail-
ing intuitions about when AI transparency should and shouldn’t
be pursued. This is the bare minimum that one would expect from
any attempt to ground some principle in a moral theory. However, I
think that welfarism has more to contribute to the AI transparency
debate. To make these contributions clear, it is instructive to com-
pare my view with other attempts to defend AI transparency.
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Thus far, to my best knowledge, there have been very few ar-
ticles primarily devoted to moral grounding for AI transparency.
One of these is by Kate Vredenburgh [88], who grounds calls for
AI transparency in the requirements of fairness. Specifically, she
argues that the fairness of institutions depends partly on the ability
of individuals to engage in “informed self-advocacy”, and that AI
transparency is required for such advocacy. Informed self-advocacy
entails the ability of decision-subjects to contest unfair and harm-
ful decisions. More broadly, self-advocacy also entails informed
deliberation about whether the rules that AI systems use to make
their decisions are reasonable and fair. In both cases, AI trans-
parency is necessary for individuals to fully understand – and in
turn, to contest and/or revise – the rules that AI systems judge
them by. Drawing on Rawlsian concepts of fairness, Vredenburgh
then argues that informed consent is necessary to enable a ‘fair
basic structure’ in democratic societies, and for this reason, we are
justified in calling for a basic right to AI transparency.

More recently, Seth Lazar [53] defended AI transparency by ap-
pealing to its necessity for ensuring that decision-making power
is subject to norms of procedural legitimacy and proper authority.
On his view, ‘procedural legitimacy’ requires that: (a) the power
of decision-makers must be limited in well-defined ways over a
restricted sphere of activity, (b) decision-makers must use their
power according to clear and previously agreed-upon rules, and
(c) decision-makers must be held to these rules through mecha-
nisms of contestability and accountability. Decision-makers that
have ‘proper authority’ are those that we – typically through demo-
cratic processes – explicitly authorize to make decisions about
us on our behalf. As such, in cases where decision-makers use
(or are replaced by) AI systems, both procedural legitimacy and
proper authority require transparency: so that we can better eval-
uate decision-makers are acting within the boundaries we set for
them, understand whether these boundaries are justified, and eval-
uate whether we ought to continue authorizing their power.

There have been other important attempts to explicate basic
moral goods that transparency enables us to secure. Coecklebergh
[16] – who defends transparency for enabling decision-makers to
be answerable to decision-subjects, Binns [7] – who defends trans-
parency for enabling public reason and healthy democratic func-
tioning, and Kim & Routledge [50] – who defend transparency for
enabling a right to informed consent, are representative examples.

The exact arguments by which these views are developed are
complex and subtle, and it would fall outside the scope of this
project to discuss each of them at length. Instead, I want to focus
more generally on what kinds of questions such views help – and
fail to help – us answer about the moral considerations underlying
calls for AI transparency, and how welfarism fares in comparison.
As such, I’ll use these accounts as a foil to make the advantages –
as well as weaknesses – of my view easier to see.

4.1 Accounting for Diverse Reasons
Those who argue in favor of AI transparency appeal to a wide range
of moral goals that transparency helps us pursue, including scrutiny,
contestability, accountability, and trust. Insofar as we agree that
these are all reasonable goals, it seems reasonable that any attempt
to morally ground AI transparency should have something to say

about why each of these goals matters morally. Many existing views,
however, isolate one or a few reasons for pursuing transparency,
and defend the principle with exclusive reference to these reasons.
Vredenburgh’s account focuses primarily on contestability and
scrutiny; Kim & Routledge’s account focuses on informed consent,
and Binns and Coecklebergh’s accounts generally focus on account-
ability. Lazar’s view is perhaps the most broad-ranging, touching
variously on themes of trust, public scrutiny, contestability, and
accountability, but even his view misses some important cases.

Consider, for instance, the case where an AI system is made trans-
parent only to its developers, who scrutinize its decision-making
logic to improve its robustness and overall performance. Intuitively,
this seems to be the morally right thing to do – righter, anyways,
than if the system was made transparent to no one. Welfarists can
account for this intuition. But sincemost other views are chiefly con-
cerned with making an AI system transparent to decision-subjects
(or, more broadly, to those who are affected by the system), they
might not find such developer use-cases of transparency to be
morally relevant. Relatedly, welfarists would find AI transparency
desirable not only for the sake of contesting and/or holding account-
able existing AI systems, but also for guiding the future development
of AI towards morally desirable ends. Using transparency to iden-
tify AI hype and snake oil, and to launch more exacting critiques
of the political economy of AI is morally relevant to the welfarist,
but not always to those who hold other views.

A related worry is that some of these views – in particular, those
advanced by Vredenburgh, Coecklebergh, and Kim & Routledge
– focus primarily on the rights held by, and/or obligations owed
to, decision-subjects. This may not always be the most morally rel-
evant consideration, since the people about whom decisions are
made are not always those who are most affected. Consider the
case where an AI system is used to pick one among a handful of
candidates to become the CEO of a large corporation. Here, the
relevant ‘decision-subjects’ include the selected CEO and the other
unsuccessful candidates. But, arguably, the ones who are likely to
be most affected are the workers of this corporation and/or the
broader community that it serves. It seems important to consider
this broader group of stakeholders when evaluating whether we
ought to make the AI system transparent: either by focusing on
the rights and obligations they are owed (as Lazar’s and Binns’
views do), or on the potential harms and benefits that they might
experience (as my view does).

Moreover, some use-cases of AI do not even have decision-
subjects. An AI chess-engine, for instance, makes decisions about
chess pieces, not people. Still, making such a system transparent
– to show what it was considering when it recommended a move
(and rejected other options) – might help us learn new moves and
strategies, especially for novices who might not have otherwise
seen the advantage of the recommended move. Welfarists would
find the prospects of more people learning to play better, more fun
chess games to be a morally relevant consideration for making AI
transparency, while other views might not.

Any attempt to locate moral grounding for AI transparency
should take into account the rich and diverse moral reasons that
underlie the principle. Welfarism does so, and this is, in my view,
one of its most important advantages.
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4.2 Remaining Sensitive to an AI System’s Goals
Ensuring the transparency of AI systems that could potentially
cause large amounts of harm or benefits (say, those used in critical
medical applications, or those used to manage traffic systems in
large cities) seems more important than the transparency of small-
scale, inconsequential AI systems (say, those used in chess engines,
or those used to filter spam emails). Welfarism, as we have seen,
reliably captures this intuition. This is because welfarists are inter-
ested in how transparency might temper or amplify an AI system’s
effects on overall welfare: for a harmful AI system, transparency is
useful insofar as it can help mitigate these harms, and for a benefi-
cial AI system, transparency is useful insofar as it can help amplify
these benefits. And, since welfarism is scalar, the greater the effect
of transparency in amplifying an AI system’s benefits or mitigating
its harms, the more it ought to be pursued.

Other views do capture some of these intuitions about why the
transparency of some AI systems matters more (or less) than others.
On Lazar’s view, for instance, the greater the decision-making
power and authority we delegate to an AI system, the more its
transparency matters. And, on Vredenburgh’s view, the greater
the potential unfairness that a decision-subject might experience,
the more urgent the need for informed self-advocacy, and hence
transparency. But there are some cases that these views miss.

Consider, for instance, two otherwise identical AI-based surveil-
lance systems: one used by a school to identify and respond to po-
tential school-shooter threats, and another used by an authoritarian
government to monitor a group of rebel citizens. Suppose, further,
that if the system was made transparent, those being surveilled
would eventually learn to behave in ways that won’t be flagged as
suspicious by the system. If so, in one case, transparency would en-
able school shooters to enter schools without detection, and in the
other case, transparency would enable rebel groups to act against
their authoritarian government more efficaciously. Now, in one
way, it seems that it would be better for the authoritarian govern-
ment’s system to be transparent, and for the school’s system to
remain opaque. But, since there does not seem to be any meaningful
difference in the amount of decision-making power delegated to
either system, or in the ways in which decision-subjects (here, the
people being surveilled) might be treated, it is unclear if Lazar’s or
Vredenburgh’s views can help us separate these cases. The differ-
ence, of course, seems to be in terms of what these two systems
are being used for. Welfarists would have little trouble endorsing
transparency in the rebel group case – to potentially secure the
welfare benefits of undermining authoritarian regimes, and endors-
ing opacity in the school shooter case – to potentially escape the
terrible harms of a school shooting.

The same AI system might need to be made transparent in one
context, and remain opaque in another – and this at least partly
turns on the ends that the system is deployed towards. Welfarism
can help us retain a sensitivity to these differences.

4.3 Calling Attention to Broader Institutional
Factors

It is important to ensure that efforts towards AI transparency are
sensitive to the moral goals that transparency is supposed to help us
pursue. And, especially in relation to contestability, public scrutiny,

and public accountability over AI systems, we want to make sure
that transparency is not ineffective against those with the power
to withstand visibility. Thus, any attempt to ground the principle
should give us reasons for ensuring that transparency is relevant,
understandable, and actionable.

Welfarism, as I have argued, does this well. By shifting our focus
away from the mere technical act of making an opaque AI sys-
tem transparent, towards the harms and benefits this transparency
might bring about, welfarism is explicitly concerned with ensuring
that stakeholders can access and meaningfully act on the informa-
tion they are provided to produce desirable consequences. In the
previous section, I have discussed various examples of social, orga-
nizational, legal, and technical interventions that welfarists would
endorse for the sake of addressing existing barriers to the meaning-
ful use of AI transparency. This list of interventions, however, is far
from exhaustive. Welfarism tells us that we should care about rele-
vance, understandability and actionability, but doesn’t necessarily
tell us how to achieve these goals efficiently. In this regard, we have
much to learn from other scholars and policymakers who write on
the topic. There is extensive scholarship on how to assess which
types of information about AI systems are most relevant to different
stakeholders [24, 26, 89, 94], how to present information about a
model’s decision-making logic in a clear and accessible manner
[25, 77, 85], and how to ensure that people have the requisite tech-
nical and moral knowledge to make sense of the information made
transparent to them [8, 28, 74]. In particular, exceptionally com-
prehensive accounts of how people might use AI transparency to
pursue contestability, accountability, and other such goals, may be
found in the writings of Vredenburgh, Lazar, and others who seek
to morally ground the principle with reference to one or a few of
these goals. Welfarists should engage seriously with these scholars,
and where possible, incorporate their perspectives to clarify the
various technical, social, legal, and organizational interventions
needed for AI transparency to increase overall welfare.

4.4 Welfarism and Longtermism
Thus far, although welfarists and other consequentialists have been
contributing to AI ethics debates, our contributions have primarily
focused on concerns about the ‘existential risk’ of ‘superintelligent’
AI systems.Within certain narrow but quite influential circles, there
have been growing concerns about hypothetical futures where AI
systems might outperform humans on a wide range of cognitive
tasks, and in turn, concerted efforts to ensure that such future
superintelligent AI systems will be ‘aligned’ with human values.
However, to many scholars and activists fighting the material harms
of contemporary AI systems, such worries about superintelligence
are irrelevant at best, and obfuscatory at worst.

Longtermists are often accused of ignoring – or intentionally
obfuscating – the harms and biases of actually-existing AI systems,
in favor of worrying about imagined harms in undeterminable hy-
pothetical futures [72]. And, since most longtermists are welfarists
(or, more broadly, consequentialists), welfarism has come to be
tarred by the same brush. I think this is a great pity. There is, as
I hope to have shown by now, considerable potential in bringing
welfarist perspectives to bear on critical conversations about the
contemporary harms of AI systems. Longtermist considerations
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might emerge out of welfarism, but scarcely represent the entirety
of what the theory has to offer.

It is important to note that longtermists do, in fact, write about
AI transparency, bias and other such contemporary matters, but
adopt quite different framings – and in turn, endorse quite different
solutions – compared to others who write about these issues. To
illustrate: all welfarists take seriously the use of AI transparency
for the sake of guiding the development of future AI systems to-
wards prosocial ends. Longtermists typically frame such concerns
in terms of the need to learn how to build develop sufficiently
advanced transparency tools that could be used to scrutinise and
ensure ‘value alignment’ in future superintelligent AI systems [13].
Longtermists, therefore, endorse research on AI transparency as
a way of improving the technical sophistication of transparency
methods as much as possible before we get to ‘superintelligence’.
But this does not strictly follow from welfarist concerns about
the development trajectory of AI. There are several contemporary
practices surrounding AI development – e.g., the diversion of devel-
opment efforts towards projects that are more flashy than useful,
the spreading of obfuscatory AI snake oil and hype, etc. – that wel-
farists might reasonably worry about. If welfarists instead called
attention to such practices – and in turn, to the need to challenge
the political, economic, and social forces that presently direct the
development of AI towards unproductive and harmful (even if prof-
itable) ends – our contributions would be much more useful and
productive in moving forward contemporary AI ethics debates.

All this is to say: the framing of welfare considerations matters.
If welfarists hope to be taken seriously in critical scholarly and
policymaking conversations on AI ethics, we should shift our focus
away from the hypothesized future effects of AI in the long term,
towards the current and near-future benefits and harms of actually
existing AI systems. To do so, we should seek tomake connections –
to explicate how the recommendations of our moral theory bear on
existing worries about AI transparency, rather than trying to make
its most implausible conclusions our main selling point (cf. Annex
A). We should seek to engage carefully with scholars, policymakers,
and activists working on the ethical and social implications of AI,
to see how welfarism can help advance their efforts. I hope that my
paper might serve as inspiration for fellow welfarists who wish to
embark on such projects.

5 CONCLUSION
To summarize: welfarists think that this is desirable to make AI
systems transparent insofar as pursuing transparency tends to in-
crease overall welfare, and/or maintaining opacity tends to reduce
overall welfare. Much of the argumentative work in this paper has
been to sketch the explanatory value of this simple-looking move.

Transparency is said to be desirable for the sake of scrutiny,
contestability, accountability, and trust, and for better calibrating
our interactions with current and future AI systems. Welfarists take
these goals as a starting point in their analyses, and in turn, trace out
the ways in which pursuing these goals helps (and sometimes, fails
to help) increase overall welfare. This approach, as I have shown, is
instructive and clarifying. Sometimes, pursuing these various goals
can be morally problematic (e.g., when we over-trust AI systems, or
when we fixate on the accountability of the ‘human-in-the-loop’ at

the expense of all others), and welfarist reasoning helps us separate
such cases from others where the pursuit of these goals leads to
welfare-benefits. Welfarism also helps us see that transparency is
usually insufficient for securing these welfare-benefits, and in turn,
draws attention to frequently neglected social, legal and institu-
tional factors that determine whether relevant stakeholders are
able to access and meaningfully act on the information they are
provided to produce desirable consequences.

Arguments against transparency are similarlymade clearer when
recasted in welfarist terms. For welfarists, possible trade-offs with
other desirable goods, supposed ‘double standards’, and instances
of ‘gaming the system’ or misleading transparency do not always
result in reductions to overall welfare, and hence, do not always
count as reasons against pursuing AI transparency. Transparency
skeptics sometimes overplay their hands – counting even the slight-
est risk of harm as reason to give up on transparency entirely –
and welfarism helps guard against this tendency. At the same time,
welfarists can account for the fact that, in some contexts – say, in
cybersecurity applications, where critical information might fall
into the wrong hands, or in real-time warehouse monitoring, where
the threat of inaccuracies outweighs the need for transparency –
transparency can be more harmful than beneficial. In these ways, by
shifting the focus towards the harms and benefits that transparency
might bring about, welfarism helps be more discerning about when
AI transparency is and isn’t desirable.

My account, however, has some critical limitations. Due to space
constraints, a discussion of these limitations and how they might
be addressed has been moved to Annex A.

On a final note, although demands for AI transparency are impor-
tant, they are not anymore important than – or indeed, unrelated to
– demands for the transparency of powerful people and institutions
who make decisions on our behalf. Transparency is a broader moral,
political, and social ideal about how we ought to relate with the
people, institutions, and technologies that make decisions about us.
It is only when we approach the concept at this level of generality
– and in turn, make connections to broader concerns about the
ways in which we organize our economies, societies, and political
institutions – that we might begin to pin down exactly how and
why we ought to pursue AI transparency.
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A LIMITATIONS OF WELFARIST MORAL
GROUNDING

Onemay reasonably expect a project aiming to securemoral ground-
ing for the principle of AI transparency to provide clear recommen-
dations and a fully specified trade-off schedule that might help
us determine whether we should (or should not) make specific AI
systems transparent. But such expectations – as the reader may
have already surmised from the discussion in the main body of this
paper – are likely to be frustrated.

In some ways, these limitations reflect a general worry about
the applicability of moral theory to debates in applied ethics. As
Shelly Kagan writes, we typically expect foundational moral theo-
ries to “illuminate how the various factors interact in determining
the moral status of an act, [explain] which factors outweigh the
others in cases of conflict . . . and provide and vindicate the tradeoff
schedule in complex cases involving conflicting factors. Of course
in practice foundational theories are virtually never worked out in
this kind of detail” [46]. In my view, it is still generative to draw
on theory to clarify confusions, explicate why certain moral facts
obtain, and generally move applied ethics debates towards reflective
equilibrium. However, I appreciate that such moves may be unsatis-
factory to those seeking explicit recommendations about whether
and how to pursue the transparency of specific AI systems.
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As we have seen, welfarism can offer clear and systematic pro-
cedures for thinking through and comparing moral considerations
on both sides of the AI transparency debate. Actually carrying
out these procedures to completion, however, is another matter.
When evaluating the desirability of making any specific AI system
transparent, welfarists need to determine (a) the relevant goals that
transparency secures and forecloses, (b) the welfare-effects of each
of these goals, and in turn, the aggregate effect of the system’s
transparency on welfare, and (c) what else, besides transparency, is
needed to secure these welfare-benefits. Such questions are difficult
– if not wholly impossible – to determine completely. AI is a compli-
cated and nascent technology with few comparable precedents, and
as a result, the downstream consequences of making AI systems
transparent can often be difficult to anticipate. To make matters
worse, the technology is surrounded by hype and overinflated ex-
pectations, and if one were to uncritically accept this hype in their
welfarist calculus, they would likely be led astray. These epistemic
difficulties place serious constraints on the applicability of welfarist
theorizing to debates about AI transparency.

However, it is important to note that debates about transparency
are fairly well-defined. As calls for AI transparency have gained
momentum, there has been an explosion in technical, legal, em-
pirical and policy research on accessing the inner logics of com-
plex ML models, making this transparency accessible to relevant
stakeholders, and establishing viable pathways for stakeholders
to meaningfully use transparency to further their goals. Several
scholars and practitioners have also written about AI transparency
considerations within specific domains: including medicine, logis-
tics management, financial services, and law enforcement, to name

a few [1, 3, 37, 61, 73]. The key task for the welfarist, therefore, is to
recast known moral considerations about its transparency in terms
of welfare and evaluate their relative trade-offs, rather than trying
to come up with welfare estimates from scratch. This task is not
trivially accomplished, but it is at least tractable.

For instance, when a staunch advocate of model accuracy is
pressed to recast their concerns in terms of welfare, they might see
that, in some contexts, incremental reductions in overall welfare
resulting from lower accuracy might not sufficiently override the
welfare benefits of, say, contestability. Or, when a staunch advo-
cate for having a ‘human-in-the-loop’ to hold accountable for AI
decisions is similarly pressed to recast their concerns, they might
realize that in some cases, such accountability does not do very
much to improve overall welfare. These are simple moves, but they
can be quite valuable for helping those on different sides of the
debate to interact meaningfully with one another.

As such, even when it is impossible to produce precise estimates
of the long-term utilities and disutilities of AI transparency, wel-
farist moral grounding can still be analytically useful. Welfarist
analysis is most valuable for identifying which among our existing
concerns and priorities are worth acting on, and which kinds of
research and policymaking efforts on the topic are worth pursuing
further. This value can be realized when we engage deeply with the
concerns, priorities, and research findings of those who are already
working on the topic. Put simply: for welfarists to provide useful
moral grounding for AI transparency, we must ourselves remain
grounded.
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